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Amy Creighton has her life arranged just about the way she likes it--a successful career as a
free-lance editor, hobbies she enjoys, and good friends in the small town of Granton, Maine. Then
she uncovers a body in a mill shed while gathering mulch for her strawberry plants. With her
gardener's eye she takes in the scene of the corpse.

Smalltown Maine holds some unsettling and dangerous surprises like the unknown dead man Amy
Creighton finds in a mulch pile. Sometime sweethearts Amy and constable Dort Adams find out they
don't know all their neighbors as well as they'd thought in A. Carman Clark's debut mystery, The
Maine Mulch Murder, the first in a projected series.

When she discovers a body in a pile of sawdust, 60-year-old, live-at-home editor Amy Creighton
keeps her eyes open for clues. She and Dort Adams, the constable/sheriff's deputy whom she calls,
go back a long way in little Granton, ME, and they fall into an easy investigative alliance. A
neglected, unwanted dog they find at an empty farmhouse characterizes the murder victim as well:
he was an adopted and apparently unloved college student looking for his birth parents. Heavy on
narrative, comfortable domesticity, and all the locals knowing everybody's business, this pleasant
series start will please the undemanding. For larger collections.

This was a delightful and quick mystery to read....which makes it ideal for an afternoon at the beach.
The main character is a delighful 60 year old lady gardener who turns sleuth when she finds a body
and becomes determined to find the killer. Along the way she reunites with an old flame and what
happens next requires actually reading the book. The ending is possibly predictable depending
perhaps on the number of mysteries you've read. But overall it was well worth an afternoon of
relaxing reading.

Reading this book reminds me of reading Nancy Drew mysteries as a girl. That young sleuth was
just like me and I was just like her. (At least, I would have been like her if my parents were as lenient
as hers were!) The gardening, composting sleuth of The Maine Mulch Murder is just as credible. It is
a rare treat to find such a familiar sleuth. Not only are the gardening details correct, but Amy's



attitudes, habits, schedule, and other life details blend with integrity. She utilizes her practical
reasoning skills, honed through gardening, to solve this murder. I really enjoyed it. [I would suggest
that you NOT read the inside book flap. It told me too much about plot details. I think the story would
be better if some of those facts weren't revealed until the book content reveals them.]

When Amy Creighton finds the body of a young man in a mulch pile, the sixty-year-old editor is as
stunned as the rest of the peaceful community of Granton, Maine. But her sharp mind and eye for
detail quickly pull her into a mystery that threatens to expose some dark secrets about the
inhabitants of this historic locale.

Amy and the local constable, Dort Adams, join forces and discover that the victim, William Stillman,
had come from Boston to find his birth parents. But what fatal truths did he learn? Who was
desperate enough to silence him in such a brutal and final manner? And what secrets can an
abandoned dog found near the body reveal? A second murder victim adds a twisted thread of greed
and money to the mystery -- and opens the door to a solution both shocking and tragic.

Divorced freelance editor Amy Creighton is going about her usual gardening activities when she
finds a stranger, dead. This reunites her with high school boyfriend, now local constable, Dort
Adams, and readers will root for the autumnal romance between the two. They also find that their
tiny Maine town is not as edenic as they had believed, rescue a friendly dog and an almost catatonic
abuse victim, and uncover a long-forgotten murder. This is a completely charming mystery (though
even the title...more Divorced freelance editor Amy Creighton is going about her usual gardening
activities when she finds a stranger, dead. This reunites her with high school boyfriend, now local
constable, Dort Adams, and readers will root for the autumnal romance between the two. They also
find that their tiny Maine town is not as edenic as they had believed, rescue a friendly dog and an
almost catatonic abuse victim, and uncover a long-forgotten murder. This is a completely charming
mystery (though even the title makes it clear that it's not for action/violence fans), and I wish the
author had written more about her endearing characters.(less)

I really enjoyed this book. The character of Amy was very down-to-earth and I felt like I could relate
to her a little. Loved the setting - coastal Maine is one of my favorite places and I've been to most of
the towns mentioned in the book. Also found the relationship between Amy and Dort interesting.

PW has integrated its print and digital subscriptions, offering exciting new benefits to subscribers,
who are now entitled to both the print edition and the digital editions of PW (online or via our app).
For instructions on how to set up your accout for digital access, click here. For more information,
click here.
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